[Celestial spectrum flux standardization for classification].
Celestial spectra should be preprocessed before automated classification to eliminate the disturbance of noise, observa-tion environment, and flux aberrance. In the present work, the authors studied the spectrum flux standardization problem. By analyzing the disturbing factors and their characteristics, the authors put forward a theoretical model for spectra flux, and corre-spondingly give several flux standardizing methods. The rationality/correctness of the model, and the satisfactory performance of the proposed methods have been obtained by the experiments over normal galaxies (NGs) and quasi-stellar object (Qso). Furthermore, the authors theoretically analyze, compare and evaluate them. In particular, this work indicated that the conventional method is worse than the proposed one. And the investigation is also particularly significant for other automatic spectrum processing study, e. g. redshift determination, effective temperature, metallic estimation, etc.